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CHAPTER I
INTRCmUCTION
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this paper Is to examine In a methodical and
dispassionate manner, the basic types of cash frauds which are perpetrated upon businesses. The economic Importance of cash thefts and the
almost universal vulnerability of business enterprises to this kind of
loss make cash defalcations a fruitful area of inquiry for both the
Independent auditor and the private accountant. This is especially
true since the proper application of Internal control techniques and
auditing procedures can materially lessen the danger of loss froa cash
peculations.
Accordingly, the bulk of the text of this paper will consist of
examples of common devices used by embezzlers. Interspersed with dls*
cussloQS of appropriate Internal control and auditing procedures.
However, because a proper evaluation of cash thieves and their methods
must go beyond technical considerations, a few supples^atary comments
of a general nature appear In the Introductory chapter.
Tbe examples. Internal control procedures, and auditing tech*
niques set forth in this monograph have been gSmered primarily from
auditing and accounting textbooks, professional pariodleals, personal
interviews, and the general experience of the author.
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Importance of Cash Frauds
In early 1954, 1,700 delegates gathered in the Hotel Roosevelt
In New York City for the annual meeting of the Natiooal Association of
Bank Auditors and Comptrollers. Mr. Ire Cheney, eanptroller of the
Crocker First National Bank of San Francisco, delivered the principal
address In which he disclosed the fact that bank defalcations had risen
more than 100 per cent in the previous five years. Mr. Cheney said:
Whereas In 1947 there were 270 bank defalcations involving
$3,000,000, last year the number had grown to 621 for a total
of $8,000,000. Uhdetected defalcations last year also probably
totaled another $8,000,000 to $10,000,000. The sad fact Is
that 2/3 of the nation's 15,000 banks have no system of Internal control by whleh thefts may be readily detected.^
If banks were the oaly businesses affected by thefts, the
problem would be minor. However, a recent article In a national business magazine Indicated that employee thefts have greatly Increased In
the last few years and now rank with fire among the principal causes of
business losses. The total loss for 1955 was estimated at more than
$500,000,000.^
The Impact of these figures does not fully strike us until we
attempt to visualize the purchasing power of the stolen funds. If tbe
figures above are to be relied upon, they would indicate that if all
the stolen money were brought together In one venture, the defalcatc»rs
could purchase (at book value) any one of sixty of tbe one*hundred
^W.T. Hazel ten, *Yreud Protection,** The Internal Auditor. XI
(Secember, 1954), 49.
^Joseph p. Blank, "Poor Management Tempts Employee Thefts,**
Nation's Business. July 1955, p. 84.

largest Industrial corporations in the ueited States. They could build
fifty-thousand homes, spending $10,000 on each of then.
In recent years, auditors have tended to de-emphasize fraud In
their examinations. At the same time, they have become more careful In
explaining to their clients that they do not undertake to discover
fraud in their audits and cannot be held responsible for fraudulent
practices which are not disclosed as a result of the application of
generally accepted auditing procedures. This trend has been the logical
and Just result of expanding the auditor's function In the conduct of
American conmerce.^

It is obvious, however, that thefts must be con-

trolled. The responsibility for this control must, of necessity, em*
brace both the Independent public accountant and the management staff of
the company he audits. The auditor must be constantly alert when applying his procedures, and he must be sure that his procedures are adequate
when applied to each individual situation. Management must render thefts
difficult and discovery probable by the Institution and maintenance of
adequate controls.
It appears that most business thefts Involve the misappropriation of cash. A study by Price Waterhouse and Company, a national public
accounting firm, revealed that In the evaluation of several hundred
cases of employee thefts, more than 90 per cent of the Incidents and
dollar amounts were defalcations of cash.^ Cash seems to be a favorite
of thieves because of Its low degree of possible identification, high
^R.H. Montgomery, N.J. Lenhart, and A.R. Jennings, Montgomery's
Auditing (7th ed.; New York: The Ronald Press Co., 1949), p. 100.
niazeltoo, OP. cit.. p. 55.
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value, lack of bulk, and ready marketability.

Cash is the most mobile

and at the same tine the most appropriable and easily manipulated asset,
and the volume of cash transactions is usually more than double the number and amount of those pertaining to any other asset. For purposes of
simplicity and unity of organization, therefore, this paper will deal
exclusively with the cocmon frauds which have been executed through
manipulation of cash.
Mature of Eoibezzlers
The first step In preventing or discovering embezzlement Is to
know something of the nature of enibeselers. Business thieves may be
found on almost any level of business activity. A statistical analysis
of one group revealed the following:
Cashiers
Treasurers and treasury personnel
Sales personnel
Accounting personnel. •
Presidents, comptrollers, etc.

35X
15%
19%
9%
6%

Miscellaneous

7TL.

Collusion

91^

From this analysis it may be observed that the concentration of
thefts rests with those who appear to have the greatest opportunity.

It

also shows that no one In an organisation may be assumed to lack the
opportunity or inclination to connlt a theft.
The same study revealed that most frauds are eooBltted over a
period of time and seldom happen on a sudden, one-time basis. The analysis of defalcators revealed that their activities had covered the
^F.A. Lempertl and J.B. Thurston, Internal Auditing For
Management (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1933), p. 326.
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followias periods:
Less than two years.
Two to five years
Five years and more

42%
23%
17%

Unknown duration

18%^

It is extremely difficult to find a coninon pattern into which we
can fit these peculators. They cut through all economic, social, religious, aad racial brackets and are found in all types of businesses.
Retail concerns are especially vulnerable, but no business is Immune,
the caatoa

motivating factors are equally difficult to ascertain. Coomon

reasons ascribed to defalcations are gambling, extravagant living standards, unexpected family Illness, undesirable associates, inadequate
income, mental irrespensibllity, low moral standards, improvident Investments, excessive drinking or drugs, and revenge for a real or fancied
wrong.^ Another common explanation for thefts Is that the Internal
controls of the business involved have been Inadequate, thus facilitating
the weak employee In the execution of his breach of trust.
Probably a more comprehensive explanation of the motivation of
tbe embezzler was given by Donald R. Cressey, a University of California
sociologist. In a recent article in the Journal of Accountancy. Mr.
Cressey contacted all trust<^lolators In the Illinois State Penitentiary
at Jollet and attempted te find the common elements lo the criminal
motivations of tbe group. As a result of his investigation, Mr. Cressey
was led to believe that the cocmon explanations of defalcations are
subject to the charges that they lack universality, and further, that
^Ibld.
^Ibld,, p. 325.
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they are more often than not descriptions of results rather than causes.
He also felt that In many cases, the official reasons given for defalcations were expressions of moral disapproval rather than objective descriptions of motives. An example of this type of esqplanatlon occurs when
a theft is charged to the '*weak will** or "low moral standards'* of the
thief.^
Cressey then proceeds to develop a soelo-psychologlcal pattern
which he found to be present In all the cases studied. He found that:
Trusted persons become trust violators when: (1) they conceive of themselves as having a financial problem which is
nonshareable; (2) they have the knowledge or awareness that this
problem can be secretly resolved by violation of the position of
financial trust; and (3) they are able to apply to their own
conduct In that situation a verbalization which enables them to
adjust their conceptions of themselves as trusted persons with
their conceptions of themselves as users of the entrusted funds
or property.^
The major aspects of Cressey's findings Involve the necessary
feeling on the part of the thief, that the original problem encountered
by the defalcator cannot be shared and the equally necessary feeling
that the peculator is not violating his trust oblisatioa by secretly
borrowing funds to privately solve his problems. A person who has convinced himself that he Is a **borrower** is able to take funds without
looking upon himself as a criminal or as an esdieszler. As his thefts
reach greater dimensions, however, the embezzler can no longer hide in
his rationalizations.
He recognises that he has slipped into the criminal
category, and he rebels against it. He describes himself
^)onald R. Cressey, "Why Do Trusted Persons Commit Fraud?"
Journal of Accountancy. XCII (Noveodber, 1951), 576-577.
^Ibld.. p. 578.

as being extremely nervous, tense, emotionally upset, and
unhappy, and In order to get rid of these synq>toms he will
behave in a rather incongruous fashion. On the one hand, he
may report his behavior to the police, quit taking funds or
resolve to quit, speculate or gamble wildly In order to regain the amounts taken, abscond, or cocmlt suicide. On the
other hand, he may become reckless in his peculations, taking
larger amounts than fomerly and with less attmapt at avoiding
detection, often with the idea that he is going to get caught
anyway so he might ae well get as much money as he can.^

^Jbid., p. 580.

CHAPTER II
GASH VmD MANIPULATIONS
Counting Cash
One of tha simplest, most prevalent, and easily discovered
types of cash fraud occurs when a cash custodian simply abstracts cash
aad attempts to show a greater than actual cash balance by the manipulation of cash funds and fund items or bank balances. This fraudulent
practice is usually an attempt to temporarily cover a cash shortage.
It may manifest itself In many ways. The Petty Cash custodian may
withdraw cash from his fund and substitute temporarily his personal
check. He may also substitute bogus Petty Cash disbursement vouchers
or receipts for advances to salesmen and other eiq>loyees. He slight
slniply stand quietly as the auditor counts the fuad, hoping that the
auditor will not check the balance of the fund against the general
ledger Petty Cash Account.
The cashier may delay the entry of checks in tbe Cashbook. He
may attempt to borrow money on securities or other company property In
order to temporarily replace cash for purposes of the cash count. He
may deposit worthless checks in order to Increase the **deposits in
transit" on the day of the count. He may indulge la the practice of
'Iciting." "Kiting** is the act of drawing and cashing an unrecorded
check OQ cme bank, followed by drawing an unrecorded check on another
8

bank that will act as a deposit to cover it; the second check, in turn,
is covered by a aheck drawn on a third bank. The process may go on Indefinitely among several banks. The cashier would be able in this Instance
to overstate the amount of cash in the banks without a single bank confirtaatlon's being able to indicate the shortage.
The key te discovery of fraud of the types 11 las tre ted above
lies In a earefol, methodical cash count coupled with a cosprehenslve
bank recoocillation. The auditor must be extremely careful in the performance of his duties in this area, since lack of advance planning or
feelty control over cash can reader his work valueless*
The mechanics of the cash count should be worked out well In
advance. The auditor will find it necessary to determine the location
of all cash funds, andeposlted cash, aad negotiable securities. It
will be necessary to arrange for a witness to the count of each fund.
It will also be found necessary to assign a sufficientttUHd>erof Juniors
and other accountants to the cash count to assure a rapid performance.
If it is desired to make the count a surprise, the advance arrangements
may be made with the treasurer or comptroller.
If the cash count is conducted on a surprise basis, it should
be executed on the morning of the first day of the engagement. The
count must be made when the fund is inactive. If It is inpossible to
count cash before or after business hours, a small working fund may be
counted and given to the cashier from which he can make change. All
cash and securities should be controlled simultaneously In order to
avoid the transferral of cash from fund to fund, or the borrowing of
cash on negotiable securities in order to temporarily cover a shortage.
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Having announced his Intentions to make his count at a given time, the
auditor should not allow the cash custodian to postpone the time.

Very

plausible arguments for deferral of a count may be stratagems to gain
more tiae for covering a discrepancy.

When it is Impossible to count

all funds simultaneously, or when the auditor finds It advisable to
postpone his examination, all cash and securities should be sealed in
such a way that they cannot be disturbed without giving the auditor
notice.

A flimsy, well-gummed paper bearing the auditor's signature or

a fragile tape wrapped around the cash box and secured at the ends by a
distinctive seal will suffice for the purpose of sealing valuables. The
count should be witnessed at all times by the cashier and if he should
have to leave during the examination, all the cash should be locked up
until he returns.

If the accountant falls to observe this precautionary

device, he may find himself accused of causing cash shortages. For the
same reason he should secure a receipt froa the cash custodian upon the
completion of the count stating that the fund was counted in the presence
of the cashier and returned to him intact.
All cash and other fund items should be listed in detail. Currency should be listed accordlag to denominatloa, quantity, and total of
each denomination.

Wrapped bills may be broken apart and recounted or

counted on a test basis depending upon the denomination of the bills and
the circumstances surrounding the count. Wrapped coins need not ordinarily be broken although it is sometimes advisable to test one or two
rolls.

Rolls of the same denomination may be picked up by the auditor

in each hand and tested by weight.
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If the auditor is not entirely satisfied with his findings after
completing the count, he will do well to exhibit no suspicion at that
time.

He can then make a surprise recount at a later date which may

yield more conclusive results.
Cash in distant branch offices or in the possession of salesmen
constitutes an irksome problem for the auditor.

It is often impractical

to personally count the funds, in which case, other procedures must be
utilized.

He may request a resident certified public accountant to

count branch cash funds or he may simply request that all branch cash be
deposited on a certain day and all Petty Cash vouchers be sent directly
to the home office. Where branch cash is extremely small in amount, he
may only request a statement from the branch manager as to the constitution of the fund on the date of the count. Funds in the possession of
salesmen or other company representatives can usually be verified only
by requesting confirmations froa the individuals Involved.
All checks found in the Petty Cash fund should be deposited
and traced to subsequent bank statements. The auditor should secure
written executive approval of all Petty Cash vouchers, receipts for
employee advances, and shortages revealed during the cash count.
Bank Confirmations
In addition to the verification of cash on hand, the auditor
should secure confirmation of bank balances directly from the banks
involved.

The request for bank balance confirmation should be written

by the client at the request of the auditor.

The auditor should person-

ally inspect the confirmation requests and seal them in the envelopes.
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Under no conditions should he allow a meniber of the client's staff to
mall the confirmation requests, and he should make certain that the
return address on the envelopes is his own so that he may become aware
of any non*deliveries. The completed confirmations should be mailed by
the banks directly to the auditor so that no member of the client's staff
may have an opportunity to alter them.

If any of these procedures is

neglected, the auditor has no right to rely upon the confirmations.
Cash Reconciliations
The third step in the verification of cash is the preparation
of a bank reconciliation.

The accountant reconciling bank accounts

should compare paid checks with disbursements records for date, payee,
and amount.

Bank cancellations, endorsements, and authorized signatures

should be exasilned, and the sequence of check nunibers should .he established. The examination of checks should consist of an inspection of
the date written, the names of the payees, the signatures, the endorse*
ments, and the date on which tbe check was paid. Double endorsements
should be carefully examined since they msy indicate the Issuance of
checks to fictitious payees.
A bank reconciliation has three major %»eaknesses which require
that additional procedures be followed before the auditor can rely on
the agreement of the book balance with the bank balance:
First, the list of outstanding checks is prepared from
the client's Cash Disbursements Book which may be In error
as to any one or all of the checks listed as outstanding.
Second, the deposits in transit are taken from the client's
Cash Receipts Book which likewise may be in error. Third,
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checks may have been drawn on the bank balance before the
reconciliation date and not recorded in the books.^
In recognition of these weaknesses, most auditors now prepare
a second reconciliation ten to fifteen days after the first one. The
competent preparation of this second reconciliation enables them to
verify the propriety of the original reconciliation since unusual items
will have had adequate time to clear the complicated machinery of m o d e m
banking.
The work of the auditor which has Just been described may prove
to be very simple or very complicated, depending upon whether or not
management has established proper internal control over cash funds and
bank accounts.

It seems advisable at this point to spend a few moments

examining the Internal control techniques which have proved to be valuable in discouraging the types of fraud mentioned earlier.
In any good system of control, roost or all of the following
practices Aould be observed. Petty Cash funds should be kept on an
Imprest system.

Payroll and other special funds ought to be granted

cash sufficient only to meet current obligations. The primary responsl*
blllty for each fund should be vested in one person in order to establish
direct responsibility for shortages. Prenumbered Petty Cash vouchers
ought to be required for all fund disbursements. Each of these vouchers
should be in ink and should have the amount written both In numerals and
words.

Each should be signed by the recipient of the cash and appkroved

by a responsible official. When reimbursed, these Petty Cash vouchers
R.K. Mautz and J.C. Martin, Duties of Junior and Senior
Accountants (New York: American Institute of Accountants, 1953), p. 21.
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should be perforated and taken from the control of the Petty Cash cus*
todlan in order to avoid re-use.
Cash Books and other accounting records should be Inaccessible
to the cdsh custodian. The client should have a beak reconciliation
prepared monthly by a person who is Independent of all cash transactions.
Duplicate deposit slips should be prepared in detail and approved by a
person, other than the cashier, who can compare the list with daily cash
receipts reports. Interbank transferrala of funds should always require
the approval of a responsible official.
The proper operatloa of any good internal control system should
provide for the bonding of responsible ezployees. The bonding of employees will yield benefits over and beyond the indemnification of a company
for loss from theft. First, an employee's past perfocsisace must have
been good or he cannot qualify for a fidelity bond. Most bonding compeaies maintain expert investigators who can be very useful in determining the trustworthiness of new employees. Second, the mere feet of being
bonded serves as an actual deterrent to many employees who might otherwise
be tempted te steal. Bonding is a relatively inexpensive safeguard and
should be utilized freely.

CHAPTER III
CASH RECEIPTS FRAUD
Introduction
It will be noticed by the reader that, in the preceding Instances,
the defalcator has attempted to manipulate cash on hand or in the bank
in order to bring the apparent physical assets into agreement with the
total cash indicated by the accounting records. It is agreed by most
auditors that this is the easiest type of fraud to discover or prevent.
Other peculators have, however, devised more sophisticated schemes. They
attempt to force book balances to equal the amount of cash on hand after
a defalcation has taken place. Because their manipulations may occur
anywhere in the cash flow cycle of a business, these defalcators may
enjoy success for a considerable period of time before they are apprehended.
All cash transactions with the exception of Interfund transfers
must constitute either cash receipts or cash disbursements.

It is

convenient, therefore, for us to break our discussioa of this second type
of fraud thto two groups of representative cases ** those involving the
manipulation of cash receipts and those involving the execution of
fraudulent cash disbursements.
There seem to be three basic methods of fraudulently menlpulatIng cash receipts records in order to cover an abstraction of cash. The
15
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first method is the sio^lest to execute et the same time that it is often
the most difficult to detect.

In this case, the peculator Intercepts

cash before any record of its receipt has been made. The second basic
method Involves arithmetic or posting errors. The third method necessitates the manipulation of receivable accounts. Each of these practices
will be dealt with separately In the following discussions.
Failure to Record Receipts
"A;" an employee of a small retail food store, is the lone
attendant in the store during the noon hour since his employer is gone
to lunch at that time. Very often, pruchasers of small items have the
exact change when they pay their bill and hence do not wait for the sale
to be recorded on the cash register.

*'A'* often waits until the customers

have left the store and then pockets the amount of these sales. His
thefts are small, but they amount to several hundred dollars in the
course of a year.
**B'* is a night watchman for a wholesale egg coo^any.

He arranges

to sell an all-night cafe a half-case of eggs twice each week. He takes
the eggs at night and delivers them during his *'coffee break.'* The
sales are not recorded, of course, and consequently his employer suffers
a loss of ten to twenty dollars a week depending upon the current price
of eggs.
The device used by these two is subject to infinite variations.
All types of sales personnel in all types of selling situations will
attempt the interception of currency from cash sales without recording
its receipt unless proper safeguards are maintained by management.
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These defalcators will destroy cash sales slips, understate the totals
of these slips, or hold them out, in order to divert cash from its legitimate flow into the coffers of their employer's treasury. They may
misappropriate the proceeds from the sale of scrap materials or sell
other corporate property Including securities, by-products, fixtures,
machinery, or even automobiles. Scrap, for example, offers possibility
for fraud In many ways. Local dealers usually pay cash for scrap purchases; hence, scrap could be disposed of without any records whatsoever.
In other instances, lun^ sum deals could be consunated disregarding
market values of different kinds of scrap.
Another device Involves the misappropriation of the proceeds of
loans made by banks on cooipany owned negotiable securities. Still
another variant is evidenced when an employee Intercepts cash through
the mall. The cash withdrawn In this Instance is usually a miscellaneous incooie item which will not be missed in the ordinary conduct of
the business. The failure to account for returned and unclaimed dividend checks and cashing these checks with forged endorsements offers
another possibility for the abstraction of cash before it is fed back
into the accounting machinery of a company.
It is virtually Impossible for an Indepeadent auditor to discover
this type of fraud unless the company concerned has exercised prudence
in the establishment of internal control over cash sales, miscellaneous
income, and mall reeeipts. Because of the extreme Importance of internal
controls in these Instances, It seems advisable to discuss them prior to
discussing the procedures which are ordinarily employed by an Independent
auditor in his examination.
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The primary techniques used to secure control over cash sales
depend upon bringing as many persons as is practicable into the act of
recording the sale and the resultant receipt of cash. Thus, a cash
register not only builds up a total to be accounted for, but it also
flashes an amount in front of the customer so that he becomes an involuntary auditor of receipts.

In retail establishments, the most effective

control ever significant defalcations involving non-recording of sales
lies in the retail Inventory method of accounting for merchandise on
hand.

If the retail Inventory method Is utilized, departmental short-

ages of merchandise which are discovered during the annual physical
count of Inventory will Indicate possible foul play on the part of sales
personnel.
Prenumbered sales slips should be used, and every sales slip
of the current series should be accounted for. These slips are usually
prepared in triplicate. One copy of the slip is given to the customer
at the time of the sale, while a second cc^y is used by the accounting
department as underlying evidence for recording cash or credit sales.
The third copy is always kept by the company. A clerk should regularly
sort the third copies Into ntonerical order and report any missing numbers to a responsible person.

When all slips have been accounted for,

a recapitulation of their totals should be prepared. This total should
be the same as the combined cash and credit sales recorded by the account*
ing department.

Prenumbered sales slips thus serve two internal control

functions. First, they make it possible to discourage sales personnel
from recording a sale in the customer's presence and destroying the sales
slips after the customer has left the store. Second, they serve as a
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check upon the clerical accuracy of the accounting department since the
total sales recorded by the department must be reconciled with the combined totals of the third eoplcn. Extra sales slips should be kept
under lock and key until they are needed in the dally operations of the
business.

In wholesale businesses, the use of autographic registers has

proved to be valuable in controlling cash sales. These registers automatically feed duplicate sales slips into a locked compartment which can
be opened only by authorised personnel.
Cashiers are utilized by many department stores and restaurants.
In these businesses, sales slips or meal tickets are prepared by salesmen or waitresses who are not authorized to accept payment. The sales
slip or meal ticket must then be presented to the cashier before the
customer makes his payment. Another practice currently in use by
retailers utilizes professional "shoppers," who are trained to watch
sales personnel and report any suspicious sales practices.
In the final aaalysis, however, proper internal control over
cash sales should be custom-fitted to the industry and business in question.

It should be informative at this point to select a particular

industry — motion picture exhibition — and investigate its peculiar
problems of cash control.
Motion picture theatres receive their revenues almost entirely
in the form of currency.

Sources of revenues Include ticket sales, con-

fection and soft drink sales, advertising on programs, and screen
flashes.
Admissions revenues are usually controlled by the use
of prenumbered tickets. Among the procedures for preventing
the re-use of tickets are the use of mechanical ticket ejecting
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devices in the cajhier's office and the requirement that the
ticket-taker tear in two the ticket submitted to him. One
half of the ticket is deposited in a locked box, and the other
half is given to the patron. In addition, many theatre managements frequently inspect stubs in the collector's box to see
that serial numbers correspond with those being currently sold.
Revenues from the sales of confections and similar items are
usually controlled by the use of the retail Inventory method. 1
Establishing control over miscellaneous receipts is a problem
which should be solved Individually by each business after thoroughly
studying its own situation.

We can, however, make a few generalizations.

For instance, we should be careful to make a single person responsible
for the adequate accounting for miscellaneous Income iteiiis. Also,
we should atteaqpt to record our claims on miscellaneous items as early
as possible.

Revenue accruals on rent. Interest, and other Items should

be prepared monthly and reviewed by a responsible official. We should
prepare schedules of anticipated revenues which may be compared to
actual performance by a responsible person on the msnagement staff.
Securities should be kept in safe deposit boxes and made inaccessible
to any single individual.

If possible, we should establish the account-

ability for scrap materials and by-products immediately after they leave
the manufacturing process. The use of a perpetual Inventory might be
feasible for this purpose.
The best control over mail receipts involves the separation of
duties between those persons responsible for accounting and those persons
responsible for opening mall.

In a small business, all mail should be

^AlvlncR. Jennings, "Special Problems of Specific Businesses,'*
CPA Handbook, ed, by R.L. Kane Jr. for the American Institute of
Accountants (New York, 1933), II, chap, xx, 4.
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opened by the owner, %iho should, in turn, prepare lists of cash and
checks received.

He should then occasionally trace these receipts into

the accounting records to make sure that they are being deposited correctly and treated correctly in the accounts.

In large enterprises, a

mail receiving point should be established where a elerk opens all incoming msil and makes lists of cash receipts. The cash is then forwarded
to the cashier whose deposit slips are later compared to the remittance
lists prepared by the mall clerk. Accounting personnel should never
need to see the cash involved in their transactions, since they work from
the lists prepared by the mail cierk.
The mall clerk should open the mall imder con^etent supervision
away from other people. She should sort the mall immediately, stapling
all papers and nailing documents together with cash or checks received.
Checks should be endorsed *f or deposit only" iioBsdlately upon removing
them from the envelopes. All complaints that cash has been sent but not
received should be Investigated carefully.
The external audit of cash sales usually requires some ingenuity
on the part of the public accountant. The techniques utilized will vary
in almost every case, but in most instances, the auditor will be attempting to compare actual sales results with his own projected conception of
what those sales should have been.

In conducting the audit of a restau-

rant, he may compare the total of cash register tapes with the total meal
tickets Issued on selected days. A count of the number of diners, times
the average price per meal, ^compared with the cash reeeipts for a day will
sometimes reveal shortages.

In examining a single store in a retail chain

store operation, he may compare the retail value of sales or the cost of
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sales with the amount of store Income.

If the ratios reveal striking

differences when cotipared with other stores In tbe chain, the auditor
Slight become suspicious. An analysis of gross profit margins for a single business prepared on the basis of severcl years may reveal unrecorded
sales of merchandise, if the differences in gross profit cannot be explained through an analysis of higher costs or lowered sales prices.
The field of miscellaneous receipts is oue requiring close
attention.

The auditor should Inform himself of all such possible

sources of receipts and make sure that the flow of this type of Income
appears normal. He should review the procedures covering each type of
miscellaneous activity to make sure that proper safeguards have been
established and that company policies are being followed. An analysis
of miscellaneous Income reported is helpful in determining unusual
sources. A review of the client's chart of accotmts will Indicate some
miscellaneous sources of income, but the auditor may have to rely upon
a tour of the plant and grounds to discover sources of income from scrap
materials, by-products, and waste.

Sc^netimes scrap and by-products are

given away when it would be possible to secure revenue through disposal.
The auditor should make certain that interest, royalties, rentals, and other similar types of revenue are controlled and accrued on
the books and not recordad only when received.

Interest collected

should be proved for accuracy, and the rates used should be the contractual or legal rates. Where rentals are a source of laccsie, the
auditor can test the amount reported by determining the period of occupancy times the rental charged.
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Where scrap is an laportant, continuing source of Income, the
amount of tonnage shipped might be determined from freight bills and
the aggregate tonnage compared with that for which income was reported.
A ccnaparison of the tons of scrap sold with engineers' estimates of
scrap production could disclose serious shortages, although the comparison would obviously be invalid in attempting to locate small defalcations.
The audit of mail receipts is a difficult problem for the Independent auditor.

If the client's internal control system Is adequate,

there is little opportunity for the mall clerk to pilfer incoming cash.
On the other hand, if the client does not exercise sufficient control
over Incoming mail, the auditor will be left with very little with which
to wcnrk. He can test miscellaneous Income and accounts receivable which
will indirectly test mail receipts. Beyond those tests, however, he can
only examine the internal control in order to determine its weaknesses
end advise the client to alter his system.

In cases of actual suspicion

of fraud, the Post Office will be of help to the auditor. Many cases of
fraud by mail clerks have been revealed by traps set up through the cooperation of the Post office Department.
Arithmetic and Posting Errors
A simple, yet frequently encountered device \tsed by eoibezzlers
is the use of arithmetical or posting errors to cover shortages. In
carrying out his scheme, the eiidl>ezzler will abstract cash, then underfoot a total in the Cash Reeeipts Journal, or make some other mechanical
manipulation which will make the accounts appear to balance with cash on
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hand. A variation of understating the total of a column of figures is
to carry a smaller figure forward to a subsequent page than appeared at
the bottom of the preceding page. Each item on the column of figures
will correspond with the correct item found on the sales tickets or
remittance lists, but the total will be short by the amount of the cash
abstracted.

A third variant involves omitting or understating entries

to geaeral or subsidiary ledgers from books of original entry.
The only way that an auditor can discover fraud of this kind
is by recomputing selected column totals, checking total carry-overs,
and test-checking postings from one book of entry to the other. This
work is usually assigned to junior accountants because of its mechanical
nature, but it is nevertheless an Important verification procedure. In
testing column totals, the junior accountant should never accept the
client's adding machine tapes blindly. He should always recompute a few
of the tapes to see that they have not been tampered with in any way.
There is an appearance of accuracy to an adding machine tape, but a
dishonest eBq>loyee can very easily list the required items on the tape
and then advance the tape enough forward to miss the place where the
total is to show. Then he can add or subtract other amounts in the
machine, roll the tape back to the place for the total, and obtain the
printed total he desires.
In tracing entries from books of original entry to the Cash
Account, the accountant should be very careful that details are accurately transcribed.

Unusual entries in the general ledger Cash Account

should be investigated thoroughly.
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Proper division of duties among accounting and cashier personnel
can substantially avoid the possibility of this type of cash fraud.
Obviously, the person responsible for recording cash receipts should not
also have ready access to cttrrency, and the cashier should not be allowed
to make Journal or ledger entries perteiaing to cash transactions.
MuilpttletioQ of Receivable Accounts
The third type of cash reeeipts theft covers a broad area in
which accounts other than cash receipts are manipulated. The majority
of fraud cases of this nature are connected with Accounts or Notes Receivable from customers, although other accounts will occasionally be
affected.
"Lapping" is, of course, the most notorious of these devices.
The use of the "lapping** technique requires that the person having access to cash also must have the responsibility of recording Accounts
Receivable credits. The thief then withdraws a check from the receipts
applying to the payment of customers' accounts. His deposit of that
day's cash reeeipts will therefore be short by the aaiount of his theft.
On all days, however, he takes pains to see that the total of his deposit
slips is the same as the total of the cash receipts entry.

In order to

keep the subsidiary Accounts Receivable Ledger in agreement with the
general ledger account, however, he has been forced to omit the credit
to the customer's account to which the stolen check applied. We will
assume that the original customer was "A."

If "A's" account is not

credited soon, he will be sent a statement, and the cashier's fraud will
be disclosed. The cashier must, therefore, apply the remittance of
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another customer, '^," to "A's" account within a few days. In a day or
two, he will be forced to adjust "B's" account in order to avoid discov*»
ery. The cashier is, therefore, caught in a snare in which he must continually adjust customers' account balances in order to avoid being
exposed.

If his thefts continue, the manipulations required may reach

overwhelming proportions.
A slightly different approach to the "lapping** device is bronght
into play when the cashier withdraws payments sent in by slow or delinquent accounts.

If the cashier has been careful in selecting the account

to be shorted, he can declare it to be an uncollectible account and write
it off as a bad debt. The account of the debtor Is thus credited, and
the Account Receivable Ledger is brought into '^>alance.*'
Occasionally, an Account Receivable will be written off as an
uncollectible item when the debtor still Intends to pay.

If receipts

fron the customer are event«ially received by the cashier, he is in a
position to abstract the amount of the payment without the shortage
being evident in the accounting records. Thefts of this nature are very
similar to thefts of miscellaneous incosie which have been treated in an
earlier section of this paper.
In most wholesale enterprises, cash discounts are allowed to
customers in order to encourage prompt payment of accounts. This practice opens another avenue of intrigue to the astute cashier. By overstating discounts allowed to credit customers, he can clear their accounts
at the same time that he steals the difference between the actual discount
taken by the customer and the inflated discount which he has recorded
on the books.
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The foregoing methods of fraud are open to the cashier who is
only allowed to make credit entries to Accounts kecelvable.

ix the cash-

ier is granted more latitude, tbe area of his possible defalcations is
greatly expanded.

Let us assume that he is responsible for making debit

entries to Accounts Receivable and that he is also allowed to make General Journal entries. Granted this additional freedon to work his
schemes, the cashier will be able to approach his thefts from at least
three additional avenues.
First, he can deliberately undercharge a custoner when the credit
sale is orignally recorded in the accounts. When the customer pays the
correct amount, the cashier will be free to pocket the difference between
the customer's recorded liability and his actual payment.
Second, he can set up a fictitious customer account in the
Account Receivable Ledger and charge to it the credit sales of a legitimate customer.

When the customer forwards the payment of his account,

the receipt is never recorded by the cashier. The fictitious account is
eventually written off as a bad debt.
The third possibility involves debiting some account other than
cash when a payment is reoeived from a customer. The customer's account
is credited in the regular manner, but an asset or expense account is
debited.

Expense accounts are favorites for this type of manipulation

since there Is less likelihood of discovery in the usual examination
conducted by the independent auditor.

In the typical instance, the

proper accounts will be Journalized, but the debit entry will be posted
to an account other than cash.
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The most effective way to avoid frauds of the sort outlined
above is te establish a proper division of duties between accounting and
cashier personnel. The possibility of a single person's being able to
successfully connit these thefts would in all eases be eliminated if
adequate internal controls were in operation. Ideally, therefore, the
person handling cash should be denied access to Accounts Receivable
records, the General Journal, and the General Ledger. If his duties are
thus clearly delineated, he will find the task of manipulation much more
difficult. Even under the best of conditions, however, the possibility
of collasiea between the cashier end a member of the accoenting staff
constitutes a potential hazard to the safety of cash reeeipts.
Over a period of years, auditors have devised procedures designed
te disclose thefts such as those described above. Some of these processes
are set forth in the following paragraphs. Because of the frequency with
which the practice of "lapping*' is encountered, it perhaps is fitting
that we should insugurate our discussion with this sid>Jeet.
As previeosly noted, the cashier who Indulges in "lapping** must
eentianally msnlpulete the credits to Accounts Receivable in order to
avoid discovery. He is usually scrupulously careful to make sure that
the daily deposit slip total is equal to the dally receipts total, which
means that he must make frequeat adjustments by adding or withdrawing
currency since his inter-account sMmlpnlatlons will rarely cancel each
other eiEsetly. Therefore, the deposit slip detail will vary from the
detail of the cash receipts entries even though the totals balance with
each other. Consequently, the auditor should secure directly from the
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bank, a confirmation of several duplicate deposit slips as to detail.
He should then compare the Individual items listed on the deposit slips
with individual entries in the Cash Receipts Joemsl. The poetings from
the Jourtial should thereafter be traced directly to the individual custoner accounts in the Accounts Receivable Ledger. If lapping is continned over a period of tins and the auditor's test covers a sufficient
nuaber of deposit slips, irregular 1 ties should be disclosed through the
appllcatioB of this comparative procedure. However, since some banks do
not always check depoeit slips in detail, the results of this test may
not be conclusive even if they are favorable.
In order to discover the unwarranted writing-off of accounts
reeeivid>le, the auditor should insist upon proper executive approval of
all accounts charged off to bad debts. He should also survey the system
of internal control to make sure that executive approval is required for
all recorded sales returns aad allowances as well as discounts granted.
If the Internal control proves to be faulty, tbe auditor should review
the recorded allowances and discounts with a responsible official. He
should also conpare the current year's bad debt write-offs with those of
previous years so that he nay becone aware of any significant abnormalities.

It may prove fruitful for him to examine correspondence files on

delinquent debtors. Conpeay correspondence, or the lack of it, with
certain debtors may yield clues which will lead to disclosure of fraudulent entries made by the cashier.
In verifying cash transactions, the Independent accountant should
be certain to recoapute the discounts granted to customers for prompt
payment ef their accounts. He need not, of course, make a conplete
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recomputation, but his test should include a siifflcient number of entries
to Justify faith in the eccuracy of the client's books. In addition to
the mathematical verification of discounts taken, he should note the
date of payment to see if a discount should have been granted. A clever
embezzler will often conpute discounts correctly aad credit them to a
customer after the due date of a bill. Then, when the customer pays the
full amount of his past-due bill, the cashier will abstract the discount.
In satisfying himself that charge sales have been properly recorded in the Accounts Receivable Ledger, the auditor should select a
test group of invoices and trace them Into the ledger. He should be on
notice for attempts to record lower charges than are reflected on the
sales slip and for attempts to charge fictitious accounts with the liabilities of legitlaate customers. In the tracing of debits from the
Sales Journal, he should watch for entries to accounts other than Accounts
Receivable or Cash and should investigate any such entries.
The direct confirmation of Accounts Receivable will tend to
reveal most fictitious accounts in the Accounts Receivable Ledger. It
i^lll not, however, reveal nonexistent debtors when the defalcator has
taken the trouble to establish a mailing address either through a confederate or a rented post office box. It is usually advisable, therefore,
for the auditor to test check the accounts by tracing some of them to
city directories and telephone listings. The proper execution of the
confirmation procedure should also indicate any accounts which have been
purposely understated.

In administering the confirmation procedure,

the auditor nust observe the same precautionary rules necessary to the
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procuring of a reliable beak confirmation request.

These rules were

set forth in the discussion of cash fund verification techniques.

CHAPTER IV
CASH DISBURSEMENTS FRAUD
Unsupported Disbursements
The results of a recent comprehensive study of embezzlement
cases indicated that although cash receipt frauds outnumbered cash disbursements frauds slightly in the number of cases discovered, the dollar
enounts Involved were only about 1/5 as great.

Because of the greater

financial hazard of thefts involving the manipulation of cash dlsburse•snts, the independent accountant and his client should pay particular
attention to the testing and strengthening of this area of accounting
and naaagerial responsibility.
Peculations of cash disbursements fall rather naturally into
two broad groups. The first group Includes only those Instances where
supporting documents are either nonexistent or destroyed. The second
group involves disbursements i^lch are supported by forged or altered
documents. WO will discuss each group separately and in the order named.
Cash disbursement thefts which do not pretend to have underlying
documentary support can be covered in three ways. First, column footings
can be Increased by the amount of the defalcation; second, the thief
can raise the amounts of authorised payments; and third, he can
^Haselton, O P . clt.« p. 55.
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manipulate ledger balances by wrongful posting from books ef original
entry to subsidiary or general ledgers.
The overfootiag of the cash credit column of the Cash Disbursements Book is perhaps one of the oldest and sis^lest methods used by
embezzlers.

In this instance, the Individual amounts will be equal in

each instance to the checks Issued, but the total will be greater than
the aggregate of the Individual amounts. Another column in the Cash Book
must either be overstated or understated in order to make the columns
balance with each other. A common variant of the technique occurs when
ea embezzler enters the correct totals at the bottom of a page, but
carries incorrect totals to the top of the following page.
The device nay be used by a Petty Cash custodian when he applies
for reiodbursement ef paid Petty Cash vouchers.

If tha reimbursement

voucher is overfooted, he can obtain funds over and above the amount for
which he is accountable. Another variation which the auditor will frequently encounter occurs when the person preparing wage payments to
employees deliberately overstates the total of the wages due.

If this

person is given cash with which to make the payments, he can pay all
SB^loyees the amounts which are due them and still have money left over,
thus paving the way for his extraction of cash from the Payroll fund.
If a defalcator does not feel safe in overfootlng column totals,
he nay attempt another method of increasing the apparently authorised
disbursements.

Choosing a second alternative, he may raise individual

entries enough to cover his cash peculations. He may enter a check in
the Cash Book at an amount greater than its face value. He then extracts
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cash in the amount that he has overstated the entry. After the check
has been returned by the bank, he may alter the document In an attempt
to make it correspond with the cash disbursements entry.
He nay raise tVta amounts on checks which have been given to him
for a legitimate purpose such as the reimbursement of a special fund.
In this case, he may attempt to destroy the underlying voucher in order
to cover the discrepancy between the face of the check and the authorised disbursement, or he may destroy the check Itself.
A Petty cashier may use a variation of this technique by changing the amounts of Petty Cash vouchers and abstracting the difference
between his actual dlsbursectents and the apparent ones.
The third method which we will discuss in this section Involves
fraudulent posting practices from books of original entry to ledger
accounts.

In a typical case, a credit entry to Cash will be larger

in the ledger account than it is in the original Journal entry. Another
possibility would be the debiting of an expense account and the crediting
of Cash by the ledger clerk, without a supporting journal entry for
either account.
In any of the situations described above, the embezzler will be
faced with a problem of getting cash out of the business and into his
own possession.

He may extract the funds he desires either by direct

theft of currency or by forging part or all of a check drawn on the
company account.
The avoidance of manipulations of the type described above can
be largely acconiplished through the proper division of duties among
ecceuating and cashier personnel. The cashier should not, of course.
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be permitted to make cash disbursements entries in the journals, nor
should he have access to the General or subsidiary ledgers. Petty Cash
reimbursement vouchers should be recomputed by the official authorizing
the reimbursement check.

Petty Cash vouchers should be written in ink

so that the atoounts indicated thereon cannot be easily altered.

The

totals of the Payroll Journal should be recomputed by the official who
permits the withdrawal of funds fcr payment to employees.

Checks should

be written by check-writing machines so that amounts cannot be changed
without defacing the check.

All checks should be prenumbered, and those

not being currently used should be kept under close control.

Paid

checks should be returned along with the bank stateinent to a person other
than the cashier or other persons having access to cash.
The auditor, in his examination for fraud of this type, should
incorporate procedures which are similar to those which follow.
Although he usually will not be able to exhaustively verify
footings, he should make tests of the Cash Disbursements Journal and
Payroll Journal in order to convince himself that column totals and
carry-overs made by the client's personnel can be relied upon. The
extent of the test will depend upon the degree of internal control which
is exercised over the recordlnp of cash transactions.

If it appears that

colusBis have been adequately footed and that amounts have been accurately
carried from one page to another in the journals, the auditor should
contine his program by tracing a test group of posting entries from the
journals to the subsidiary and General ledgers.

In addition to the

aforementioned footing and posting tests, tho auditor should recompute
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the footings and crosefeotinss ef a group of Petty Cash relmbursenent
vouchers. He also euglht to scan a group of Petty Cash vouchers for evidences of alteration.
In examining the Cash Account in the General Ledger, the independent accountant should note any unusual entries and Investigate them
thoroughly. Unauthorized entries may be discovered in this manner.
When naking the bank reconcllistien, he should be certain to account for all checks in the eurrent series. He ebeuld nake sure that
every iten on the benk statenants is adequately supported. A bank charge
that cannot be explained is apt to indicate that a cheek has been destroyed. The auditor should be eatronely careful, therefore, to thoroughly
investigate any bank charges for which he does net possess corresponding
cheeks. Sometlnss a defalcator will attea^t to alter bank statements to
make then agree with the canceled checks on hand. Thus, the auditor
ought to carefully examine any "error corrections" ostensibly made by
the bank. He should also scan eheck signatures for authenticity, even
though he does not represent himself to be an expert on forgery. He
should conpare a test group of paid checks with individual entries nade
in the Gash Disbursements Journal. It will also be advisable for him to
test a group of cheeks against the underlying supporting documents which
authorised their Issuance. Bogus checks may thereby be revealed.
Forged or Altered Documents
Fraudulent dlsbursensnts which are outwardly supported by underlying docunents group themselves into two main camps —

those dealing

with Accounts Payable, and those Involving payroll accounts. However,
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nost of the devices will have one of two characteristics in common.
They will either necessitate the recording of a fictitious payee or the
inflation of an amount which is due to a legitlnate payee.

It would be

inpossible to list all the techniques of this kind which are utilized by
defalcators, but the following exanqples are Illustrative of the type.
Fictitious payees arise in cases where false bills from nonexistent creditors are presented for payment. Schemes built around this
thesie have been known to reach gargantuan proportions before they were
dieccvered. For instance, in late 1938, it was disclosed that certain
officers ef McKesson and Robbins, Incorporated, a large wholesale drug
concern, had perpetrated an aaiasing fraud. During tbe previous twelve
yaars, the president end assistant treasurer, capitalizing upon a poor
internal control situation, had paid more than three million dollars of
corporate funds to nonexistent crude drug brokers aad warehousemen.
In carrying out their scheme, they had established several nailing addresses which purported to be brokerage offices or drug warehouses.
Bogus letterheads, invoices, shipping reports and Inventory forms were
printed, and several different typewriters were used in typing correspondence. Bills for brokerage fees were regularly received by McKesson
and Robbins which were processed and paid eccerding to the assistant
treasurer's instructions. The embezzlers had procured a copy of the
audit program used by their Independent auditors and thus were able to
circunvent tests which were epplied by the aceounting f i m .

They forged

all types of docunents Including Dun end Bradstreet financial reporu
^New York Tines. December 16, 1938, p. 1<
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on the fictitious brokerage firms. They took special pains to see that
someone involved In the subterfuge was always present in the office so
that other executives or en^loyees of the drug firm would not cone into
contact with fraudulent correspondence.

The case was spectacular and

thus received widespread publicity when it was uncovered. After an extensive investigation by tbe Securities and Exchange Gonndssion, the
public accounting firm was absolved of all blama since it had been following procedures which were in general use at the time. The case did
result, however, in several important modifications concerning acceptable
auditing procedures, including the institution of regular confirmations
of receivables, payables, and inventories. The elaborateness of their
scheme was not atypical, however, since defalcators will often forge
receiving reports, requisitions, orders, vouchers, and other documents
needed to validate fraudulent disbursements.
A device similar to forgery involves the presentation of a paid
invoice for the authorization of an unwitting second payment. The duplicate paynent is then forced through a legitimate creditor's account. The
defalcator Is careful, however, to Intercept the paynsnt so that the
creditor never knows that he has been of service to a thief.
Sometimes a peculator will onit purchase returns and allowances
fron the records, thus overstating the anount of accounts payable. At
other tines he nay understate the amount of cash discounts taken. In
both Instances, cash to the anount of the return or discount is abstracted,
or two checks are presented for approval at different times for the sane
purchase invoice.
J^Ibid.
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Occasionally, cases will be encountered where customer deposits,
having been paid out by a ccnpany, are stolen by embezzlers. A familiar
form of this type of defalcation occurs in bank embezzlements in which
inactive bank accounts or savings accounts have been nanlpulated by the
defalcator.
In payroll frauds, it is usually found that the Payroll Payable
has been overstated by paying out salaries or wages to fictitious, discharged, resigned* or dead enpleyees. The payroll may also be overstated
by failing to record deductions from employee wages or by padding the
earnings of legitimate employees. Another type of peculation is brought
into play when a cashier or paymaster abstracts wages which are unclaimed
by eaiployees. He will often take such funds for his personal use, intending to pay the tardy oapleyees from his own pocket if and when they
should appear and demand paynent.
In anticipation of fraud attempts involving disbursements, management should establish certain safeguards built around the general
principle of division of enployae duties. Funds which are to be disbursed will be either cash in banks or currency on hand.

In either case,

tha basic internal control of separation of cash custodianship and accounting should be applied. Those who sign checks should have no authority over the distribution to accounts Just as those who handle cash
should have no access to accounting records.
Ideally, funds should go directly to the individual or company
for which they are intended immediately after having been authorized for
paynent. Therefore, checks to creditors should be nailed directly by
the last signatory who approved the disbursements. Payroll checks
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should be distributed by a paymaster who is familiar with the employees
and would be alert to any manipulation or substitution.
Documents underlying a disbursement should be defaced at the
time that payment is authorized. A rubber stamp is sometimes used for
this purpose, but a perforating machine is preferable since it makes alteration virtually impossible. Either procedure, however, should discourage the use of paid vouchers to support a second disbursement.
If considerable funds are handled by a company, it should establish several bank accounts for purposes of control. Check signing authority can then be extended to such employees as division heads and branch
managers who are best qualified to exercise judgaent over the disbursement transactions. At the same time, restriction of amounts carried in
these accounts will involve less risk of major theft than exists when
such eiiq»loyees are given signing authority over general company accounts.
Review and audit can also be more effectively handled because of the
speeiali'sation and subdivision of transactions.
The payroll should be prepared by a time-keeping department or
some Independent member of tie accounting departnent. The cashier or
paymaster should not participate in eonputing wages or preparing checks
and pay envelopes.
for wages in person.

In addition, employees should be required to call
Checks should not be given to foremen or other

parties for distribution to unseen employees. Proper hiring policies
will also tend to ninlnlze payroll padding.
One of the most effective tools the external auditor can use in
testing for fictitious Accounts Payable is the direct confirmation of
balsnees.

In executing the confirmation, he should be careful to
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tiaintain conrol of the corflrrjation requests at all times so that the
results of hie test will be reliable.

If a sufficient sao^le of Accounts

and Motes Payable is tested, the auditor will stand a good chance to
discover unsatisfactory accounts.

Unless the embezzler has established

inailing addresses for "dummy** accounts, confirmation requests sent to
fictitious creditors will be returned to the auditor by the Post Office
as being undeliverable. Accounts which have been overstated by the
manipulation of purchase returns and allowances or purchase discounts
will probably be indicated by creditors who reply to the requests.

Con-

siderable care should be exercised by the auditor in developing the verbal construction of confirmation requests in order to avoid alarming
creditors.

Bank depositors, for Instance, will often become suspicious

of a bank's solvency if they receive sn account confinaation request.
The independent accountant xaay also be able to uncover evidences
of nonexistent creditors during the performatice of the bank reconciliation. Almost all businesses deposit remittances directly in their banks
after they have received checks. Thus, checks to creditors should ordinarily have only one endorsement. The presence of a double endorsement
on a check should be an automatic signal to Che auditor to make a thorough
investigation, since checks issued to fictltio-;. payees are usually endorsed in blank with a rubber staii^ and negotiated as bearer paper by tha
embezzler idio will siake the second endorsement.

The seccxci d endorsement

may be the signature of the guilty eiiq>loyee, or it may be a fictitious

Sooietimes a peculator will make checks payable to a company whose
name is only slightly different from that of a legitimate creditor.

For
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instance, he might nake a check payable to the "Brown Cab Cos^any," when
business is actually done with the "Brown Transportation Company.'* The
defalcator then opens a special bank account end deposits the check, thus
avoiding the necessity of a double endorsement.

In naking his bank re-

coneilUtion, the euditor should wsteh for such discrepancies in the
names of payees and should investigate suspicious variances. He should
also scan endorseaents to see that checks nade payable to the sane conpeay bear sinilar endorsensnts. If two types of endorsenants appear on
the checks of the sane conpaay, the accountant nay discover that some of
the checks have been fraudulently intercepted.
In nekiag his benk reconciliation, the auditor should list and
investigate all checks nade payable to "cash," "bearer," "payroll,'* etc.
The use of any of these terns will transfom checks fron "order" paper
to "bearer" paper. They nsy, therefore, be devices for siphoning funds
out ef a business, since they can be negotiated without the necessity of
a forged endorsement.
In discovering fictitious creditors, it is sonetimas the simplest
test which is the nost effective. Many nonexistent eonpanies have been
expeeed by the auditor idie nade a routine check to see if certain creditors were listed in the telephone book or in a eity directory. Few
srhenss will be elaborate eaeugh to entail the nalntenance of dunny nailing addresses and telephone listings.
Cash discounts should be tested by the auditor on a seaple basis.
Be should test then by recomputing selected invoiees and footing discount
eolusns*

In addition, he should note whether or not the time llnit for
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taking discounts had actually expired at the date of paynent of e
selected group of transactions.
He ought to examine purchases returns and allowances by comparing shipping records to the aceounting records on returned merchandise.
Prbblematieal shipnsnts should be closely scrutinized.
It goes without saylag that the auditor should be watchful
throughout his examination of cash transactions for outdated or suspicious vouchers which nay have been used to secure duplicate dlsbtursements.
In convincing hinself that the payroll has not been padded, an
auditor should follow a systsnatic program of seapliag and testing in
regard to the Payroll Journal. First, he should attenpt to find fictitious names on the payroll records by tracing every name on one or
more payrolls to social security tax reports, to employment memoranda,
and te earnings records. He should then test for other types of padding. He should vouch the recorded hours worked by a group of employees
by referring to tins-clock punch cards or time-keepers' records. He
ought te follow up this test by vouching the rates of pay which are indicated on the Payroll Journal. He can do this by reference to wage
authorisation records in the employees' personnel files, by reference to
union contracts, or by reference to other reliable nsnorenda. Last,
he should test figures in the gross pay column of the journal by multiplying hours worked times indicated rates of pay.
One of the favorite procedures used by auditors in their attenpts
to expoae

payroll frauds is the practice of observing wage distributions

to enpleyees. The auditor nust be extrensly nsthodical and thorough when
observing the pay-off lince the last envelope renainlng unclalnsd nay be
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earmarked for a fictitious eaployee. The auditor should attend the payoff without advance notice to anyone. He should neke certain that an
envelope or cheek has been prepared for every name on the payroll. Then
he nust observe that every envelope is either distributed to a bona fide
es^loyee or adequately eii^lained as an undelivered item. He ought not
to let the payroll records or funds out of his control until the funds
are conpletely paid out or until unclaimed envelopes or checks are returned to the cashier.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
Cash frauds constitute a major source of loss to Amsrlcan businesses. All enterprises are vulnerable, but some Industries and particular eenpenles offer more opportunities to the dishonest employee or
officer than do others. It is inpossible, therefore, to limit a thorough
discussion of cash thefts to any particular group of concerns.
All types of Individuals have been found to be cash defalcators.
They nay occupy almost any type of position within the eonpanies they
victimize. Although enbesslers seem to exhibit strikingly similar attitudes toward their thefts, their external motivations and reactions are
staggeringly diverse. It is eecordingly considered impractical to attenpt to identify defalcators by the types of Jobs they do, or the kinds
of personalities they seem to have. Indeed, a surprising number of embezzleoients are committed by trusted employees whose characters are considered to be uninpeaeheble.
The logical approach toward protection from losses fron cash
thefts lies in a careful analysis of the basic techniques used by cash
thieves. This analysis will indicate pressure points within accounting
systems. Managenent should attenpt to strengthen these points by initiating and naintaining appropriate internal control measures. The external auditor should supplement nsnagcment control techniques by the
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adequate testing of cash transactions, concentrating his investigations
around the pressure points where fraud is apt to be embedded.
Parsons who steal cash find that, because of the double entry
syst^a of accounting, they must somehow bring the total of cash on hand
or tn banks into agreement with the amount of cash which should be present as the result of recorded transactions.

This agreement may be at-

tained either by misrepresentation of the total of cash in the business
or by manipulation of books of account in order to indicate a smaller
total to be accounted for.

If he chooses the first method, he may be

forced to place false documents in the petty cash fund, borrow money on
other conqpeny assets, or juggle bank account balances.
If he chooses the second alternative, he will atteii9>t to either
imderstate cash receipts records or overstate cash disbursements.

In

understating cash receipts he will probably use one of three techniques.
He will attea^t to intercept cash receipts before they are recorded;
ha will understate accotmt balances by erroneotis calculations or postings; or he will sianipulate the component balances of Accounts Receivable.
Cash disbursement frHu - will be of two types:

those in which

fraudulent disbursements are not supported by documentary author ligations,
end those in which fraudulent disbursements are undergirded by forged or
altered doctrments.
Having evaluated the weaknesses of its own situation, each
management group should develop procedures which will minimize the opportunity of theft.

Proper internal control will be built around a few

basic concepts including the following:

(1) proper delegation of respon-

sibility, (2) separation of functions among co^loyees, (3) bonding of
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responsible individuals, (4) use of mechanical equipment, and (5) proper
training and rotation of employees.

It is important to recognize, how-

ever, that no systen of internal control is foolproof. The possibility
of collusion is always present, and even the best internal control systems occasionally break down when Individuals become careless in the
execution of their duties.

It is also important to realize that the

cost of maintaining a complete system of internal control is very often
prohibitive for the av?r.i3e business.

Internal control is, therefore,

a conpronise between attainable and ideal systems.
Recognizing the weaknesses of internal control procedures as
deterrents to cash frauds, the independent auditor should follow a methodical, though individualized, program of fraud detection In tha conduct of his examination.

In his review of cash and cash records, the

auditor has two objectives:

(1) to determine that all recorded cash is,

in fact, on hand, and (2) to test the accuracy and propriety of the
recorded cash receipts and cash disbursements transactions. In attaining
his objectives, he will be called upon to utilize all the basic auditing
techniques.

He will conduct a physical examination and count of cash.

He will make use of direct confirmations sent to banks, customers, and
creditors.

He will scan accounts and journals, and he will vouch entries

by examining the original documents on which they are based. Finally,
he will recompute arithmetic calculations and retrace posting procedures.
The mere application of mechanical procedures will not, however,
constitute an adequate examination. The auditor must continually use
his Imagination and professional experience in watching for evidences of
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theft.

If the independent accountant is keenly aware of the diverse pos-

sibilities for cash fraud, end if he is equally cognisant of the weaknesses of the accounting systems with irtiich he deals, he can often reduce
the aaount of detail work which he performs at the sane time that he increases hie chances to discover thefts. It is toward this end that this
research project can nake its most significant contribution. It has not
been an attempt to produce a model audit program nor an attsnpt to evolve
a universally acceptable internal control formula. It is, rather, en
effort to explore tbe various types of cash thefts and the accounting
ramifications they bring to nind. The accountant must always use his
own Judgment in relating these theft possibilities, internal control
techniques, and auditing procedures to his individual situation. In
addition, the auditor must continually seek out internal control weaknesses and suggest ixq>rovenents to his client.
When working as a teen, nanagenent and the independent accountant nsy be thought to possess adequate teehalques to prevent or discover
alnoet any type of defalcation. Studies concerning the manner of discovery of embezzlements are of Interest in this regard. One such survey
indicated the following modes of discovery:
Internal control. . . . . .
. . . . . 16%
Internal end public auditors. . . . . . . . . . . 36%
Management inquiries.
14%
Chance discovery
34%^
The Price Waterhouse stody mentioned earlier In this paper
indicated that "approxinately 40 per cent of the test cases were
^Lenperti and Thurston, op. cit.. p. 326.
.^VHMK •*«
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discovered as a result of fortuitous events rather than the operation of
internal control or the application of auditing techniques."^
It seems, therefore, that Independent accountants and the clients
they serve are not performing as satisfactorily as they ought to in the
active prevention and detection of fraud.

It may be that they are inef-

fectively utilizing the knowledge they possess, or it may be that new
methods of prevention and detection need to be developed.

In any event,

cash frauds represent an omnipresent hazard to businesses which must be
assiduously coobatted.

iRsselton, OP. cit.. p* 58.
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